
NERIES  JRA4 - Task B2
Statistical  evaluation  of  parameter's  combination  influence  in 
the  FTAN  manual analysis  of  the  synthetic  datasets  M10.1, 
M10.2 and M10.3

In this document we present the results obtained from the time-frequency analysis performed on three 
synthetic  dataset  (M10.1,  M10.2  and  M10.3)  using  a  manual  selection  procedure  to  pick  the 
fundamental mode particle motion of Rayleigh waves.
To give the possibility to cross-compare these results with the ones coming from the automatic test, we 
used therefore the same criteria to evaluate the amount of fit between the selected and the theoretical 
curves; the same combination of parameters (Table 1) were indeed adopted to produce 54 different 
elaborations for each dataset (for a total of  162), as well as the same frequency regions of interest 
(Table 2) and the same algorithm to calculate the final cost function (Equation 1).

Parameter Values

m (wavelet coefficient?) 0.5 1 2 4 8 16

Signal Duration [s] 810 2430 7290

Number of picked maxima per minute 5 10 20

Table 1 - Free parameters used for the manual test.

Dataset Left Flank (Hz) Right Flank (Hz) High Frequency (Hz)

M10.1 --:-- --:-- 7:15

M10.2 0.75:1.94 2.38:3.45 8:15

M10.3 0.75:1.83 2.26:3.11 6:15

Table 2 - Frequency bands selected for statistics.

normi=
∑  logellobs[fmin :fmax]−logellsyn [fmin :fmax ]

2

nsamp[fmin :fmax]

Equation 1 - Misfit function for the analysis.

Results are presented separately for the three datasets and for any frequency band of interest.
The calculated misfit  of  each parameter  combination is  plotted in  a  descending order  using a  bar 
diagram; best fitting, that has always the low norm, is therefore located at the right side of the plot.
Amplitude  spectra  of  the horizontal  and the vertical  component,  calculated using classical  Fourier 
transform, are also presented for comparison with the calculated ellipticity curves; this is made to avoid 
misinterpretation in case of evident low energy content of the signal.



CONSIDERATIONS

1) M10.1

There is no evidence of good fitting in any range of frequency and for any parameters combination in 
this dataset; the calculated curves seems to reasonably follow the theoretical ellipticity only in a high 
frequency region (on a range from about 6 to 15 Hz), but on the opposite there is no evident way to 
address this region with any one of  the analogues from other datasets, at least without any previous 
knowledge of the real particle motion.
Most probably the modal ellipticity pattern of this model is too complicated (due to several mode jump) 
to be resolved within this method.

2) M10.2

This dataset present a general good fit on the whole calculated frequency range, with best results in the 
fundamental mode right flank region, and a weak over-estimation in the left flank part; however a 
general judgement about the parameters influence over all frequencies cannot be done.
Indeed in the low frequency region (left flank, 0.75~1.94 Hz) the influence of signal duration seems to 
be dominant to obtain good fitting, together with high m-values (8~16); most probably low values of 
nppm (5~10) are also preferable.
In the middle frequency region (right  flank,  2.38~3.45 Hz) influence of long signal durations still 
persist, but nothing can be said regarding the remaining parameters.
Finally  in  the  high  frequency region  (8~15 Hz)  seems that  there  are  no  general  criteria  to  relate 
parameters combination and fit quality.

3) M10.3

In this dataset the curves calculated using tf analysis show a general good fit only in the right flank 
region; low and high frequencies are strongly deviated from the theoretical ellipticity.
In more detail in the low frequency region (0.75~1.83 Hz) a better fit can be observed while increasing 
the signal duration length, as well the m-parameter values, in analogy to what happen for the M10.2 
model.
On the  opposite  in  the  right  flank  region (2.26~3.11 Hz)  seems that  the  nppm parameter  has  the 
strongest influence over all; good fitting curves are observed mainly with values of about 20 nppm. 
Long signal  duration  seems to  be also  preferable,  event  if  with a  low influence  in  respect  to  the 
previous parameter. The m-values are not really discriminating; in my opinion values higher than 0.5 
must be considered.
Regarding nppm, the same can be observed at high frequencies (6~15Hz) but surprisingly here good fit 
can be obtained with short signal duration. M-value of 16 seems to be generally associated to low 
norm.
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